Bike Crazy:

By Marjory Winoisode

Argonaut Staff Writer

With the arrival of warm weather, Johnny Sums, the university's only bicycle repair shop, has been doing a brisk business. The shop is located in the basement of the Student Union and is open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., Monday through Friday. The shop is run by a group of students who are all bicycle enthusiasts.

The shop provides a variety of services, including repairs, maintenance, and sales. The students who work at the shop are well-versed in bicycle mechanics and are able to fix problems ranging from flat tires to more complex issues like derailleur adjustments.

The shop is popular among both students and faculty, and the students who work there are often able to provide quick and efficient service. The shop's mission is to help students get around campus and to keep their bikes running smoothly.
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The Horde Invaded The University

Several students who were traveling through the University Bookstore this week were surprised to find a group of bicycle riders stationed inside. The riders, members of the Horde, a student group dedicated to promoting cycling on campus, were selling tickets for a upcoming event.

The event, which is scheduled for next Tuesday, is a bicycle race to be held on the campus grounds. The race is open to all students and the proceeds will be used to purchase new safety equipment for the students' bikes.

The Horde is a student organization dedicated to promoting cycling on campus. They work to educate students about the benefits of cycling and to create a supportive community for bicycle riders.

Health Foods: Everyone's Getting Bikes But The Police Is Cracking Down This Time

Gitanе. Peugeot. Fords. Raleigh. Everyone's getting bikes but the police is cracking down this time. The police are concerned about the increase in bicycle thefts on campus and are taking steps to prevent further incidents.

The police are encouraging students to secure their bicycles properly and to report any suspicious activity. They are also working with the university to establish a system for recovering stolen bikes.

A recent study conducted by the university found that the majority of bike thefts occur during the summer months. The police are urging students to be vigilant during this time and to take steps to protect their bikes.

Another suggestion given by Gitanе was to register your bike with the police department. This process costs only a few dollars and can provide valuable information if your bike is stolen.

The police are also working with the university to establish a system for tracking stolen bikes. This system will allow the police to quickly identify stolen bikes and to return them to their owners.

In conclusion, the police are concerned about the increase in bicycle thefts on campus and are taking steps to prevent further incidents. They are urging students to be vigilant during this time and to take steps to protect their bikes.

The police are also working with the university to establish a system for tracking stolen bikes. This system will allow the police to quickly identify stolen bikes and to return them to their owners.

The police are also working with the university to establish a system for tracking stolen bikes. This system will allow the police to quickly identify stolen bikes and to return them to their owners.
**Class Size Deterioration**

**Black Enrollment Higher Than State Percentage**

The University of Idaho is the 16th school in the National Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges with the highest enrollment of black students. According to the data compiled by the National League of Cities, the percentage of black students at the University of Idaho is higher than the national average. At Idaho, 18% of the student body is black, compared to 17% at the University of Wisconsin. The next highest school in terms of black enrollment is the University of California at Berkeley, with 19% black students. The University of Idaho is the first school in the state to have a significant number of black students, and the percentage of black students at the university has increased significantly over the years.

**Neuman joins Eng. staff**

Dr. Donald D. Neuman, former acting assistant professor at the University of Idaho, will join the engineering faculty as assistant professor of chemical engineering. Neuman was hired while Dr. Robert R. Pregosin, professor of chemical engineering and chairman of the chemical engineering department, was teaching at the University of California. Neuman will be responsible for serving as an engineering professor.

**Opportunities for growth in Christian worship**

The National and Organic Foods Available

---

**Picture:**

A new health food store has opened in Moscow. It is the first store of its kind to handle natural and organic foods for residents of all ages.
Notes For Sale
A $2000 Bus Ride
Stadium Roof Fee?*

Establishment of a trial program for a ten-year period was approved at the ASES Senate in its first meeting Tuesday.

A committee of the senate, which had been re-appointed for another term, then met linking the university to the Alladin Co., the sole lessee of the stadium.

President Warrick, a member of the senate committee, and one of the co-op partners of the Alladin Co., said if the roof fee is proposed it might be effective in fulfilling the agreement with the university. He said the committee is reviewing the matter.

David Warrick, a student member of the senate committee, also had some questions about the plan. He said that if the roof fee is proposed it might be effective in fulfilling the agreement with the university.

The committee was re-appointed for another term.

Senate Reopens
Concerning the hillbilly housing, Warner offered an idea to create a department of public relations for the university was withdrawn by Warner. The former ASES student who was to have been a candidate for the position, did not believe it the university idea.

Warner outlined relationships between the college and legislative branches of the state, adding to hopes for the year is initiating new times.

Train Offered To Game
Do students want to see Idaho play the University of Washington in a football game in Seattle on Nov. 1? The ASES has made arrangements for students to join at a reduced cost.

An athletic train has been contracted jointly by the Student Advisory Committee, the Alumni Office, and the ASES Program Office to take people to Seattle Friday and back, at the reduced cost.

The cost to Idaho students is based on the proceeds of the alumni donations; the train would not charge if more or less people sign up.

Students will be charged $3.50 for their ticket, food, and going to Seattle on Saturday. The train would drop off people who can find their own accommodations for the weekend.

The train leaves Spokane on Friday, Nov. 1, at 1 a.m. and arrives in Seattle Saturday morning around 9 a.m.

Homecoming is More Than a Game
Students and Alumni alike will find plenty of activity during homecoming week, Oct. 26. The Alumni Center and a number of student clubs have planned events for three days of fun, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.

An open house has been planned for the library of the alumni association, Nancy McManus, the program works together with a committee of students headed by Carl Hester.

The department of chemistry has been selected as the home for the annual scientific society's annual meeting, Oct. 26. The session begins at 11 a.m. and will continue through the afternoon.

The psychology of business and finance have planned a joint meeting to be held on Sunday.

These functions are sponsored by the American Chemistry Society and the Montana Chemistry Society.

September Events Listed
Students who are not at the University of Idaho will find a valuable source of campus organizations — outside is offered as a student-oriented program. These groups will become more active in the next few weeks, with extra publicity given to them.

The long list includes everything from Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Beta Theta Pi, Phi Delta Theta, Sigma Chi, Pi Kappa Alpha, Phi Delta, and Phi Kappa Psi. A local chapter of the American Association of University Women, the University of Idaho Women's Club, the University of Idaho Choral Society, the University of Idaho Band, and the University of Idaho Men's Choral Society.

The programs in the Montana Chemistry Society are the best at Montana, according to the program.

Speakers are: Ted Schou, Physics; T. W. Cunningham, President of the American Association of University Women; and William E. Colton, President of the American Society of Chemistry.

Transportation will be provided to the U of I students and back to the main or hotel after the game.

The return trip will begin Sunday morning around 11 a.m. and on is Spokane later that night after the games.

There will be a bar on the trip, and the trip will be served according to the Washington state consumption law. Only persons over 21 years of age are permitted.

A Senate bill, proposed by President Carl Warrick, will be brought up this Tuesday night concerning the leaving of the campus for the games.

This bill consists of the students being allowed to travel to the games on their own. Based on 380 people going, the total cost of the trip has been figured as approximately $40.00.

Tickets must be purchased by Oct. 1 in order to complete preparations. Any questions will be handled by Steve Hock in the Program Office.

We invited a few friends for dinner and they helped clean up the Genesee River. With the aid of a few thousand pounds of microorganisms, we're helping to solve the water pollution problem in Richland County and the entire state of Ohio. Our biggest contribution to our success: the fact that we've always had a pollution problem. We've been able to solve this problem because of the partnership between clean water and our neighbors. And even though we've solved this problem, we still need to work together to maintain the balance. After all, a clean water system is a solution for clean water. We do all it takes for the water system to work.
**Bit of Business of the Year**

In addition, for too many years now the students have realized that campus completely unmoled.

No one knows them from the community. Come on, their last class can walk up and say, "aren't you an ASUI Senator?" I can tell you because you're the most important senator.

If the senators buy their windbreakers at the last minute, they should say: "You're a neighbor, you're a friend, you've been a good neighbor and you've been a good friend."

The job of a being a senator has been (Dr. Birk in the past thinking he is at the top of the power pole) only to find he's on top of the pile. The windbreaker idea will certainly add a bit more glory to the job and we will be glad to do it.

Since it is endorsing the idea, the Argonaut has a couple of suggestions however. One, at this point, that the blue one the Argonaut editor is thinking about, is that I think that the senator should learn about it as it can become a letter "B" on the front stripes on the sleeve of each senator each year. The color blue should be the name so that the common student won't have to go far to guess what the senator is. Therefore, if they are admiring the distance, they will be admiring the distance. The blue will be seen in a needle and thread, dressy and black shirt while the Argonaut has already endorsed.

That undoubtedly will be the most important decision the senate will make this year. It is not a matter that they don't see a need for. When it comes a fashion a journalist always knows best.

- GRANGER
Fat Cats, Field Mice, And Sheep

By John Duvick

"I think David Wernicki and the high school he attends should take a year's sabbatical from each other." -- a very high University student

Tenure-Round One

Student Girls

Carter's Looking Your Way

By Ron Schoeller

Agnes Scott Staff Writer

In the past four years, the University of Illinois has constructed three new buildings which have increased student enrollment by 40 percent. However, it is feared that the students might find themselves digging deeper into their pockets in order to maintain their studies.

The Financial Affairs Office is currently preparing a report which shows that the construction of these buildings has increased the student body. However, the schools have been successful in maintaining the quality of education.

In the case of the replacement of the old building, the cost is 83 percent of the cost of the new building. The agreement will be signed with the lowest bidding firm.

Serene Carter

Students Discuss

"I think David Wernicki and the high school he attends should take a year's sabbatical from each other." -- a very high University student

Tenure-Round One

Professor Shows Concern With Student Involvement

Strong opposition to students serving on tenure review boards is growing in the U. of I. at the Faculty Senate meeting of the Faculty Council, which is preparing a new charter for the school.

The Faculty Senate has been critical of the idea for years, and a special committee at the Senate meeting has recommended a new committee to advise the Faculty Council on the subject.

Richard Holland, chairman of the committee, explained that the committee has been concerned about the possibility of a new committee to advise the Faculty Council on the subject.

The Faculty Council is scheduled to meet on Thursday to discuss the recommendation.

Richard Holland, chairman of the committee, explained that the committee has been concerned about the possibility of a new committee to advise the Faculty Council on the subject.

The Faculty Council is scheduled to meet on Thursday to discuss the recommendation.

---
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Two Exceptions to Idaho Lineup

By Kim Compton

Idaho has everyone with respect to Idaho's starting line-up, but the Vandals have had their days of exception. The Vandals have played several starters at both left and right tackle, including many different combinations.

Vandals Have Edge For Interstate Rivalry

Brantley Debut

A newcomer to the Vandal backfield who made quite a splash against Montana State is Brantley Debut, a 6-foot, 195-pound senior at Idaho's University High School. Debut was a substitute for Idaho's starting backfield last season, but this year he has added a whole new dimension to the Vandal backfield. Debut has been a key player in Idaho's run for the NCAA championship, leading the team in rushing yards and touchdowns. Debut's speed and agility have been a key factor in Idaho's ability to stretch the ball against Montana State. With Debut in the backfield, Idaho has developed a formidable run attack that has been the key to victory against Montana State. Idaho's running game has been a key factor in Idaho's success against Montana State, and Debut's contributions have been a major reason for Idaho's win against Montana State.
**Thanks to Junior Colleges**

Graduating seniors may have hard Bose State’s defense but a good recruiting program by the Bruins should even things out, according to Bob Johnson. Bose University is drafting to land some good talent.

Robinson said that Bose will not have to worry about having to sign a lot of defensive players since they have already signed some of the best.

Robinson added that Bose will have to worry about signing a lot of offensive players. Bose University is drafting to land some good talent and they will have to sign some of the best.

**BSC Strong**

Graduating seniors may have hard Bose State’s defense but a good recruiting program by the Bruins should even things out, according to Bob Johnson. Bose University is drafting to land some good talent.

Robinson said that Bose will not have to worry about having to sign a lot of defensive players since they have already signed some of the best.

Robinson added that Bose will have to worry about signing a lot of offensive players. Bose University is drafting to land some good talent and they will have to sign some of the best.

**It’s Backpacking Time**

Tents for the concert are on sale at the Student Union, 1100 S. 4th Avenue, $15 per tent.
The Latah County Fair

Fairs can be exhausting sometimes. It takes a little rest to get going again.

All kids, even college students are intrigued by the fair.

The Other Side of Moscow

Animals; people; it takes all kinds to make a county fair go.

It isn't exactly the interstate, but then...

He's waiting for the vandal basketball team to come and win him out.